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Staff 

Sarah Cody 
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Rebecca Lockhart 
David Reitz 
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W a n Lee 
Conor McDowell 

Faculty Advisors 
Vinnie Vrotny 

Lynsey Wollin-Casey 

Additional Assistance 
provided by 

Arnor Bieltvedt 
Tim Curren 
Joel Poholsky 

Faculty Advisor's Note: 

Our adventure to archive the journey through North Shore's 2003-2004 academic year began in 
the heat of August, when the editorial team and I learned about the scope of the task which we 
were undertaking and began our planning. W e set the ambitious goals of trying to create a 

yearbook which was visually rich and inclusive of all aspects of North Shore. W e would not have 
been successful without the aide of many members of the North Shore community, especially 
Claudia Lockhart, Sheila Patinkin, Deb Koenig, and Glen Tullman, who helped capture the 
essence of North Shore by providing some of the numerous pictures that grace these pages. With 
the snow melting and the yearbook nearly completed, we are able to reflect on the process and 
our results. I am sure that you will agree with m e that the Mirror Staff has achieved their goals. 

Without the time and effort of all, especially the editors, this would not have been possible|j^was 

a blast to work with all of you. H 
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Starting the the Journey., 

Over the past twenty-one years, Patty Washburn has devoted herself 
fully to the North Shore community. For her hard work, expertise, and 
enthusiasm, the Mirror staff would like to dedicate this yearbook to 

Mrs. Washburn. Not only does she exemplify North Shore's spirit and 
ideals, but she has served as a true role model for everyone who has 

come in contact with her. Her nurturing care and wisdom have inspired 
us all, and she has truly become a pillar of North Shore. For those of us 
who have had the pleasure of having her as a teacher, she changed our 
lives forever and started us on the journey to adulthood. W e love you 
Mrs. Washburn and we appreciate everything you have done for us. 
You will always have a place at North Shore and in our hearts, no 
matter how old we get. You will never be forgotten. Thank you. 



Susan Arthur 
Jay Bach 
Zaro Buterbaugh 
Shirley Cullen 
Emily Denesha 
Jim Deuble 
Sharon Dole 
Beth Foster 
Cindy Hooper 
Linda Kiracibasi 
Jackie Melissas 
Kevin Randolph 
Linda Semel 
Shirley Smith 
Kenny Vojta 
Mary Wagner 
Ingmari Walgren 
Lynda Wood 
Barbara Woodman 

Every day of our lives has and will be touched by these 
amazing people, all of whom have been at North Shore for the 
past thirteen years. Whether we had the pleasure of being in 
their classrooms, on their teams, or simply experiencing their 
kindness every day, their impact has been undeniable and 
lasting. Without each one of them, our experience at North 
Shore would not have been the same. To this end, no amount 
of thanks can suffice, but nevertheless, thank you all for 

showing us the way over these past thirteen years. 
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...And Those Who Were There Along the Way 
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Lindsay Abram - 1 st Grade 

Student Teacher 

Susan Arthur - SK. 

Lorri Braidman - LS Assistant Kerah Caro - 4th 
Grade 

Jennifer Corcoran - 3rd 

Grade Assistant 

• 

Shirley Cullen - Science 
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Emily Denesha - Reading 

Specialist 
A m y Deuble - Readinj 

Specialist 

Libby Ester - 5th Grade Annie Gentithes - 5th Grade 

David Green - 3rd Grade A m y Kenyon - 4th Grad 

Assistant 



Avril Klaff- Learning 

Specialist 

Sylvia Robinson • 

Spanish 

Michelle Lam - Learning 

Specialist 

Diane Pitt - S K 

Maria Papanicolaou - JK 

Assistant, Spanish 

M 
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Noreen Potempa - 2nc 
Grade 

Linda Semel -

Kindergarten 

Art 

Dan Sweeney - 2nd Grade 

Assistant 

Patty Washburn - JK, S K 

Pam Whalley - Lower 

School Head 

Carol Willison - 2nd Grade 

Student Teacher 

Hillary Wirtz - 1st Grade 

Assistant 

Lower School 
Lynda Wood - 1st Grade 



1st Row: Fritz Souder, Jack Souder 

2nd Row: Lily Mahoney, August Coffee, Amy Muslin, Catie Conlon, Charlie Saslow, Tommy McHugh, Tyson Frucci 

3rd Row: Gabriella Montembeault, Lexy Cook, Lewis Simon, Devon Merz, Molly Ledden, Morgan Harney, Nelofer 

Siddiqui 

4th Row: Sra. Papanicolaou, Sarah Lumberg, William Murnighan, David Theiss, Grace Gould, Ms. Washburn, Ms. 

Semel 

Cinnamon 
Although Cinnamon Bear is not 
alive, JK pretends that he is. Each 
October, Cinnamon Bear begins to 
make week-long visits to each JK 
home. His intention is to have a 
good time, but mainly to encourage 
reading books each night. While 
visiting, Cinnamon Bear participates 
in all family activities, except 
swimming and bathing. At the end of 
the week-long visit, the teachers and 
class read from the Bear Journal kept 
by each family. Cinnamon Bear 
certainly has a great life! 
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Junior Kindergarten 
It is fun hearing Mrs. Washburn tell stories about 

the seniors when they were in JK. Rebecca L. had 

a mullet hairstyle and loved spinning-type skirts. 

Alex K. wore red corduroy pants, white rurtlenecks, 

and black and white saddle shoes almost every day. 

And Alex had a "bowl" haircut! Emily H. was only 

4 1/2, but acted 34 1/2 most of the time. She was 

very serious. Edie M. came to school each day with 

the sole purpose of playing dressup. Kendall W. 

liked to make projects at the table as long as she 

didn't get too messed up. Kendall did not like PE! 

Anne L. followed directions to a tee, but never 

needed to ask for help; instead, she knew what she 

needed and how to do it. Ben B. has not changed a 

bit. Ben always presented interesting Show & Tell 

stories, but we never knew how much of his stories 

to believe! He did make us smile! Ryan R. really 

knew how to "dodge" clean up. He managed to pass 

the entire year without helping! His hair was cut 

just like Alex's! Thanks, seniors, for the memories! 
9 



1st Row: AJ Formolo, Reese Formolo 

2nd Row: Cooper Terwin, Ruby Rosenbloom, CJ Charnas, Devitt Hulseman, Cara Bondurant, Lindsay Getz, Joey Saslow, Antonia 

Theodosakis, Isabelle Adler 

3rd Row: Mark Croghan. Isabela Romaker, Crea Taylor, Jack Healy, Cade Frucci, Allyson Vaughn, Davie Benjamin, Brian Cook 

4th Row: Ryan Nolan. Jacob Butterbaugh, Michael Valenti, Erik Bounds, Claire Gupta, Trey Ferro 

5th Row: Mrs. Pitt, Mrs. Arthur 

senioi 
kindergartener's favorite 
things to do during the year is 
to go pumpkin picking with the 
seniors and the junior 
kindergarteners. They look 
forward to choosing the 
perfect pumpkin, getting to 
see the baby piglets, 
picknicking and playing in the 
park and spending time with 
their senior buddies. This year 
was no exception! 

10 



Senior Kindergarten 
In Senior Kindergarten we share many memories together. We go pumpkin picking 

with our Senior Buddies, sail away on our own classroom Mayflower, eat a delicious 

meal at the S.K. Seafood Cafe, celebrate 100's day and visit the Shedd Aquarium. 

W e learn a lot at Mrs. Pitt's reading table and Mrs. Arthur's math table, and each 

and every day w e learn to treat others the way we want to be treated. S.K. is full of 

friendship, discovery, and joy! 

11 



1st Row: Samantha Harney, Ismail Ibrahim, Mackenzie Nolan 

2nd Row: Ian Talty, Matthew Cook, Kathleen Hulseman, Blythe Chesney, Joey Reinsdorf, Skip Wiltshire-Gordon, Daniel 
Viellieu, Madeline Ross 
3rd Row: Sophie Kelly, Barrett Medvec, Danny Young, Jack Octigan, William Francke, Benjamin Yih, Hannah Lumberg, 
Natasha Kelly 

4th Row: Mrs. Wood, Andrew Case, Erika Berdell, Rachel Healy, Sarah Shafiq, Claire McCarthy, Sameer Anand, Ms. Wirtz 

In first grade w e talk about what 
makes up a community. W e 
decide what a village would 
need to have to make it safe 
and function properly. Each child 
decides what they would like to 

be in the village. The village gets a name; this year, it's 
called Sunnyviile. W e have a doctor, a dentist, a fire 
station, police station, hospital, a bank, restaurants, park, 
school, church, mosque, a vet, a library, toy shop, pet 
store, and houses. The classroom is transformed: there 
are roads and traffic lights, street names, stop signs, and 
businesses all arranged in the middle of the classroom. 

12 



First Grade 
What I Like Most About First Grade 

I like the teachers most. I like math, especially 

the fact families. - Sophie 

M y favorite thing is the community field trips, but 

I also like the math workbooks. - Mackenzie 

I like Science and a m excited about growing 

crystals. - Samantha 

I like reading, especially The Van and The Hot 

Rod - Ben 

I like math, mostly the money unit. - Daniel V 

M y favorite thing in First Grade is the writing, 

m y special story is Frosty the Snowman. - Claire 

M y favorite thing is Math because I like the money 

lesson. - Joey 

In addition, w e also focused on dinosaurs, 

celebrations around the world, and a study of the 

beach. W e are busily working on reading, writing, 

and math. 

J 13 



1st Row: Mrs. Potempa, Hannah Terwin, Maxine Phoenix, Malini Valliath, Christopher Nolan, Stephanie Curley, Jack Valenti, 

William Skinner, Brian Hulseman, Mrs. Willison 

2nd Row: Emi Croghan, Sarah Vrotny, Madison Morgensai, Gus Nordhielm, Garrett Rasmus, Veera Anand, Evan Salathe, 

Alexandra Theodosakis, Mr. Sweeney 

3rd Row: Grace Reyes, Morgan Mostrom, Carl Anderson, Jack Colley, William Case 

4th Row: Angie Ibrahim, Savannah Irving, John McHugh, Melissa Rizai 

T 

The 2nd grade's musical 
play this year was called 
"Lemonacte'-storybook 
and nursery rhyme 
characters complaining 
about the bad things that 
have happened to them 
until Mother Goose 
reminds them "when life 
gives you lemons, make 
lemonade!" 
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Second Grade 
Second Grade is... 

Animal Research Reports 

The Gathering of the Greats 

Senior Buddies 

The Second Grade Play 

A Family Feast 

Mystery Books 

Adventure Stories 

Planned Performances 

Second Graders have spent the year growing and 

learning and have really progressed since August. 

The highlight of the year was the performance of 

"Lemonade," the second grade musical. Second 

graders love learning and making new friends 

everyday and are well prepared for next year in third 

grade. 

15 
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1st Row: Mr. Green, Hanna Cunningham, Julie Block, Carly Adler, Anna Schmidt, Kendrick Hales, Alex Haft, Andrew Bedford, 

Mrs. Corcoran 

2nd Row: Annie Murninghan, Lana West, Jenny Reinsdorf, Brooke Bondurant, Alissa Nolan, Jonah Levi-Paesky, Hayley Bounds 

3rd Row: Madison Amboian, Mollie McMahon, Kiva Talty, Porter Veach, Anne Morris, Sam Tullman 

4th Row: Emy Hanson, Alex Amboian, Daniel Ramis, Ryan Shafiq, Riley Hall, Steven Cook 

The third graders snapped their fingers, acted cool, sipped 
lot cocoa and shared writing, art, and music at the 10th 
annual Hot Chocolate House - the "Story Cafe." Wearing 
all manner of black clothing, berets, scarves or jeans, it 
was one "hip" place to be. 50s style "action paintings" 
covered the black 
walls of the cafe. 
The class of 2004 
kicked off this third 
grade tradition way 
back in 1995 with 
the "Chocolate el 
Grande Cafe." 

16 



Third Grade 
Third Grade Highlights: 

*Wandering dark tunnels leading to the long lost American Day 

"Classroom of the Mysteries" which w e *Singing and storytelling with Mr. Collins and Ms. 

excavated. Shannon 

* Writing math memos to the president of the Y u m *Endless voting to choose a name for our hamster. 

Y u m Candy Company And the winner was...Chibby!! 

*Visiting our little buddies at the School For Little *Hosting a dinner for almost 90 people at our 

Children in Evanston Colonial Potluck Feast 

Tanning fake buffalo hides for our Native 

17 
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1st Row: Mrs. Caro, Cassi Formolo, E m m a Samuels, Alice Blehart, Mary Sturgis, Colan Biemer, Jack Foley, Blair Francke, 

Brendan Hulseman, Mrs. Kenyon 
2nd Row: Linnea Ryshke, Grace Flickinger, Sarah-Eve Rosenbloom, Youssef Ibrahim, Julia Slezak, Jonathan Green 

3rd Row: Virginia Wiltshire-Gordon, Katie Koenig, Alexandra Bergman, Charlie Morris 
4th Row: Sam Skinner, Patrick White, Tyler Salathe, Aleda Deuble, Jeannie Peters, Chip Williams, Joshua Belmont 

Absent: E m m a Colman 

Mesopotami 
"Meet M e in Mesopotamia" is a special 
day in fourth grade when student 
groups get to share/their research 
about Mesopotamian civilization and 
lead visitors in interactive activities. 
This year, fourth graders developed 
PowerPoint projects to go along with 
their research reports. Interactive 
projects range from craft activities to 
writing their names on clay tablets to 
trivia g a m e shows about 
Mesopotamian culture. 
Note: Pictures not available. 
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Fourth Grade 
In fourth grade, students enjoy new responsibilities the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt 

and privileges. Each week, they have special jobs, and get to go on a simulated archaeological dig at 

including estimation, poem of the week, author of the Spertus Museum. They learn more advanced 

the week, current events, and "palabras de la multiplication and division and solve problems 

semana". They are excited about participating in involving fractions, time, and money. Fourth 

the 4th and 5th grade musical and studying opera graders also love doing service projects such as 

with Mrs. Kiracibasi. They develop their reading Project Linus with their senior buddies at Heiwa 

and writing skills, focusing on genres including Terrace. 

poetry, fiction, fables, and narratives. They research 

19 
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1 st Row: Mrs. Ester, Webbe Colley, Meera Valliath, Alex Applebaum, Leigh Kukanza, Caroline Whitmore, Nicholas Heytow, 

Caroline Rushmore, Shelby Marks, Mrs. Gentithes 

2nd Row: Cameron Talty, Molly Hulseman, Riley Mostrom, Sara Reyes, Morgan Peters, Kaitlin Donnelly, David Deuble, Corey McMahon 

3rd Row: Cynthia Morgan, Wilson Taylor, Lindsay Hanig, Madeline Tank, Chip Needham, Christopher Frey, Peter Vertrees, Zoe Gerber 

4th Row: Conor Montgomery, Julia Lowe, Mia Bedford, Aliyea Rizai, Eric Anderson, Nicholas McCarthy 

The fifth graders' study of ancient 
Greece culminates at the Greek 
festival. Students immerse 
themselves in the culture of their 
city-state and share their knowledge 
and creativity with their parents and 
the Lower School community. Their * 1/ 
understanding comes alive through »'* 
their visual projects, research paper, 
HyperStudio presentations, maps, 
and masks. The Greek festival is a 
memorable favorite for the fifth 
graders! 
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Fifth Grade 
Fifth Grade is an exciting time of growth for North 

Shore students. The fifth graders play a key role in 

leading the Lower School. Students have important 

jobs, such as leading Afternoon Ex., choosing 

snack, collecting attendance, and even running all-

school Halloween and Holiday Programs. They 

also engage in many collaborative, hands-on 

projects in social studies and reading, including 

mapping the cities of the ancient Mayans, 

performing Greek plays, and investigating ethnic 

Chicago neighborhoods in a series of visits. Fifth 

graders are challenged to think about things in a new 

way, and they enjoy exploring polygons through 

Impressionist and Cubist art. The science convention 

is an annual highlight, as students share their mastery 

of the scientific method through interesting projects. 

The fifth graders take center stage in the fourth and 

fifth grade musical; this year, they shared their talents 

in the Wizard of Oz. They not only grow as 

individuals and leaders, but also in their ongoing 

relationship with their buddies at the Howard Area 

Community Center's early childhood program. 21 



Lee Block - 8th Grade 

Math and Science, 

Science Dept. Chair 

Barbara Castilla - Spanish, 

Language Dept. Chair 
Anne-Marie Dall'Ag 

French 

Thomas Forteith - 8th 

Grade Humanities 

Mary Pat Hepp - Middle 

School Head 

W^t 

*̂ i 
Jim Leesch - Math, 

Drama 

Michelle Lam -

Learning Specialist 

Burke Kinnaird • 

Grade Humamt 

Deborah Rintels - 7 

Grade Humanities 



ithy Slezak - M S Assistant, 
School Nurse 
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Irene Smith - Learning 
Specialist 
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Vlarc Small- 7th Math 
and Science 
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Michelle Terry - Spanish 

Mar White - 8th Grade 
Math 
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Middle School 
Barbara Woodman - 6th 
Grade Math and Science 



1st Row: William Croghan, Marc Parker, Ben Crane, Ramsay Hanson, Hayley Formolo, Juli Fisher, Katrice Krumplys, 

Geoff Curley, Mrs. Woodman 

2nd Row: Mr. Kinnaird, Julia Price, Katie Gentles, Kevin Malpede, Winston Feng, Thomas Bergman, William Finlay 

3rd Row: Lisa Wiedner, Kravon Teamer, John Cook, Beth Vrotny, Andrea Strauss, Anna Flickinger 

4th Row: Teddy Berman, Diana Granger, Marissa Hall, Rocky Caitung, Lindsey Koenig, Cab Morris, Jamie Elam, Lauren Lashmet 
Absent: Kaitlin Edin-Nelson, Danielle Farrell, Francis Jules 

Field Museum 
The sixth grade spent a 
night at the Field Museum in 
conjunction with their Social 
Studies curriculum, They 
attended class, iistened to a 
storyteller, made beads, and 
visited the Egyptian M u m m y 
exhibit. The sixth grade 
slept in the African Animal 
exhibit, although many 
students explored the 
museum before bed! 

24 



Sixth Grade 
The Sixth Grade enjoyed an exciting and 

challenging year of projects, activities, lessons, and 

fun. Included in the highlights were field trips to a 

bog, museums, and even a 24 hour trip that began 

in the Pilsen neighborhood to the Shedd Aquarium 

and concluded in the Field Museum for an 

overnight. Special events included First Person 

History Night, Science Fair, Persuasive 

Presentations, 3-D Body Project, and their Outdoor 

Education trip. The students worked very well 

together all year. Now they put sixth grade behind 

and become the learning force in the middle of the 

Middle School. 

25 



1st Row: Ms. Rintels. Sammy Marks. Cale Wardell. Karen Block. Saachi Shah. Leslie Good. Sean Hulseman. Mr. Small 

2nd Row: Mr. Leesch, Blair Hunt, Sophie Conant. Melissa Jesser. Jeremy Aron 

3rd Row: Peter Callahan. E m m y Paull. Michael Rushmore, Sara Cunningham, Trevor Jack. Samantha Dittmer 

4th Row: Kirk Manoogian. Jackie Penzell. Maisie Wiltshire-Gordon. Sabina Holloway 

5th Row: Torrie Williams. Lisa Doi. Chris White. Chris Maves. David Aron. Scott Oldfield 

6th Row: Jack Viellieu. Hannah Walchak. Michael Cusi. Alex Whitmore 

7th Row: Hopie Hambleton. Chloe Stahl. Graham Multhauf. Cece Trompeter, Andrew Amboian, Caroline McCarthy Absent:Patrick Daley 

Service Learnin 
MgHgengiiil 
The seventh grade has become very good at 
working together and thinking of ideas to 
help their community this year. This was 
especially evident as they planned, 
organized, and carried out a year-long 
service learning drive to collect computers 
to go anywhere from Chicago to Africa. 
They divided themselves into seven teams, 
carrying out all the responsibilities that 
come with being the first class to run a drive 
for a full year. The drive extended to the 
community outside of the school as well. 

26 



Seventh Grade 
This year the seventh grade improved their limited 

oaddling skills as they went on a canoe trip on the 

Kankakee River for Outdoor Ed. They bonded as 

hey planned two socials, formed new friendships, 

ind also used their talents academically. They 

continued to amaze their first grade buddies, who 

vere always ready to do anything with a smile. They 

made monthly visits to their senior buddies at The 

Breakers in Roger's Park, with w h o m they 

performed a variety of activities including math 

bingo and group poetry. Throughout the year, this 

class has brought comic relief to their classes, along 

with everyone else, with their exuberance. 

27 
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1st Row: Ricky Stevenson, Danny Lowinger 

2nd Row: Mr. Forteith, Caroline Blehart, Sarah Crogan, Melissa Curley, Jackie Birov, Michael Hulseman, Amelia Fedo, Natalie Haft, Mr. Block 

3rd Row: Katherine Kinnaird, Ben Swartz, Cindy Tsao, Jordan Reyes, Steven Lowinger, Katie Davis 

4th Row: Annie Schmidt, Ruth Morrison, Abraham Aviles, Andrew Bustria 

5th Row: Patrick VerBockel, Jamie Gerber, Annsley McKinney, Andy Rose, Cindy Taylor, Jill Krier 

6th Row: Jeff Killian, Bobby Sullivan, Kelly Powers, Cayley Tullman, Peter Dunn 

7th Row: Scott Lebovitz, Thomas Hinkamp, Phillip Ochs, Jonathan Misch, Guarav Ajmani 

Absent: Andrew Marnell, Matthew Schorsch 

The 8th Grade enjoys some of 
the school's best field trips. 
From Washington, D C to Pilsen, 
the eigth graders are exposed 
to many world cultures and 
issues. World culture and foods 
are focused upon, along with an 
appreciation of the arts. They 
spend time in restaurants, 
theaters, and museums. The 
eighth grade learns all about the 
diversity of cultures that exist 
within our own city! 

28 



Eighth Grade 
As the senior members of the Middle School, 

eighth graders receive certain privileges and 

responsibilities. The eighth graders also engage in 

a challenging curriculum. Topics of study are 

diverse, from Newton's L a w s to Buddhist 

philosophy. Eighth graders also continue to hone 

their language skills in French and Spanish classes 

in preparation for Upper School. The eighth grade 

year is also highlighted by many interdisciplinary 

projects. Most notable is the Family History 

Project, in which students explore their family's 

history while also writing introspectively and find 

what is unique in their own identity. Students also 

create family trees and study genotypes and 

phenotypes in conjunction with their unit on 

genetics. The crowning feature of this project is 

the creation of self-portraits, which are then 

featured in an art show. 

29 



Jennifer Agnew - English 

Barbara Castilla - Spanish, 

Language Dept. Chair 

Beth Foster - Math 

John Foley - English 

Bonnie Brantley - Head of 

College Counseling 

r* 
Tim Curren - History Frank Dachille - Histc 

Garrett Forbes - Chemistry 

Laura Gabriel - French 

/I 

Karen Goering - Spanis 

Tana Hitch - U S Assistant Di Li - Mandarin 

m 

Kathy McHugh - English 
Dept. Chair 

Sarah Mills - College 

Counselor 
Drea Pedisich - En"li 



Joel Poholsky - Math Kevin Randolph - History 

Dept. Chair 

Bob Ryshke - Upper 

School Head 

Ceil Scanlan - US Learning 

Specialist 

l Schmidt - PE Teacher, 

Health Teacher 

aaaTr- ^ 

Barb Sherman - US Learning 

Specialist, Dean of Students 

Eric Skalinder - Physics Shirley Smith - Math 

Dept. Chair 

ff Terwin - Biology Vinnie Vrotny - Computer 

Science Department Chair 

Upper School 
Lynsey Wollin-Casey -

French, Dean of Students 
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1st Row: Reed McPhail, Lily Gonzalez, Tiara Miles, Robin Hellmann, Grant Tumen 
2nd Row: Ms. Agnew, Jamie Leslie, Caitlin Oneal, Charlie Greengoss, Jessica Murphy, Richard Pompizzi, Asantewaa Boakye 
3rd Row: Idalia Gabrielow, Liz Rowley, Kari Wulfsohn, Molly Shay, Michael Kotler, Meredith Price 
4th Row: Candace Hanson, Caitlin White, Steve Thomas, Klearjos Papanicolaou, Jack Reedy, Lauren Koenig 
5th Row: Brendan White, F. Lee Shuford, Claire Manoogian, Emily Finlay, Avery Russell, John Elam, Evan Bustria, Garrett Biemer 
6th Row: Xandy Vertrees, Charles McGillivray, Demarcus Carlton, Chris Voigt, Mike McGee, Johathan Webster 
7th Row: Lucas McNulty, Bill Reitz, Scott Nicholson, Dustin Holloway, Arturo Salazar, Alex Kahnweiler, Kevin Castilla 
Not Pictured: Jared Cogan 

Sf^5 

The Ninth Grade had a chance to 
discuss major issues facing the 
Middle East. After being 
introduced to the basic operation 
of the United Nations, the whole 
class gathered in the Activities 
R o o m to see if they could sort out 
international issues. Moderated by 
members of the Model United 
Nations Club, the debates 
progressed smoothly and everyone 
got a chance to speak. In all, it was 
a valuable insight into the 
workings of one of the world's 
most important organizations. 

32 



Ninth Grade 
The Ninth Grade class has a nice mix of returning 

and new students. They began the year with 

Outdoor Ed, a camping trip, and by the end of the 

adventure they were ready to tackle freshman year 

(and had a working knowledge of outhouses). 

Class meetings, the freshman-sponsored dance, 

and socials are just a few of the activities over 

which the class has bonded. What stands out about 

this class? Their energy, energy, and more energy. 

Whether it's in the classroom, on the playing fields, 

in the lunchroom, on the stage, outside before or after 

school, or in the halls, the members of the freshman class 

can be found laughing, smiling, joking around, and 

having fun. A serious side exists here as well, most 

noticeably in their summits and debates for Reo-Geo and 

during Interim projects, such as volunteering at Molloy. 

Though "low on the totem pole" right now, this class is 

ready to take on the challenges of high school at North 

Shore. 

33 
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1st Row: Ariana Staples, Jordan Green, Lusia Zaitseva, Jack Challenger, Sam Gendell 
2nd Row: Mrs. Smith, Allison Morris, Lauren Lowinger, Danny Panya, Edgar Aviles, Albert Price, Mr. Querio 
3rd Row: Jonathon Mulder, Gjyze Milla, Rob Penzell, Kate Cummings, Kelly Krier, Ty Cobb 
4th Row: Kelsey Andersen, Guz Fitz-Gerald, Sophie Smith, Libby Foley, Isabelle Rozendaal 
5th Row: Eric Hattori, George Whiteman, Josh Rodin, Ben Rooney, Mullery Doar, Tyler Whitmore, Steve Hwang, James Kinnaird 
6th Row: Musab Siddiqui, Noah Swartz, Fiona Cherrett, Caroline Boneham, Jake Pinsof, Carey Martin 
7th Row: Ben Tullman, Zara Klaff, Ben Horwitz, Nico Gibson, Brian Malpede, Kit Callahan, Sam Bonow, Zandy Schorsch 

Each year, every class is asked 
to organize a school dance. This 
year, the sophmores chose to 
make their dance a "turnabout." 
Even with some disparity 
between the number of girls and 
boys, everyone that came to the 
dance was treated to a good 
time. The tenth graders look to 
put this experience to good use 
next year as eleventh graders, 
when they are in charge of 
organizing prom. 
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Tenth Grade 
What does it mean to be in the 10th grade? A From the challenges of the Ropes Course at 

"sophomore." We're not freshmen any more...we're Outdoor Ed, through the planning of the Turnabout 

not the rookies. But we're not upperclassmen Dance, right on to the Closing of the year, the 

yet...we don't have the run of the place. Are we Sophomores are enjoying their place in the school, 

leaders or are we followers? Do we stand at the but can't wait to move on...and get more "off

end of the lunch line, or do we budge to the front? campuses." 
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1st Row: Amber Flood, Adam Bensman, E m m a Harper, Beth Montgomery 

2nd Row: Mr. Skalinder, Susan Lee, Laura Uhlir, Caroline Rex-Waller, Mary Rowley, Ashley Parker, Sarah Fell, Mr. Poholsky 

3rd Row: Alexandra Hughes, Owen Zinaman, Alex Syal, Svjetlana Stancic, Georgia Rose, Tommy Miller 

4th Row: Kara Rota, Ashleigh Cross, Jessie Regunberg, Katie Butler. Azizat Adewole, Molly Whybrow 

5th Row: Luke Simmonds, Philipp Raschke. Alex Zelenskiy, John Szymanski, Sade Balogun, Lucy Baird 

6th Row: Ben Kegan, Dan Killian, Andy Vail, Yaosca Chimurenga, Todd Searle, Stephan Lacombe 

7th Row: Alex Greenough, Rygel Corradi, Dave Steinrueck, Dan Rahill, Alex Berghorst, Kevin Costello, John Barkhausen, Robert Butz 

Not Pictured: Sarah Finlay, Stuart Colman, Rachel Conant 

Prom Preparation 
)f 

This year's junior class 
approached the organizing of 
Prom especially enthusiastically 
this year. Led by Prom 
Committee members, Lucy 
Baird, Molly Whybrow, John 
Barkhausen, and Adam 
Bensman along with Ashleigh 
Cross and Owen Zinaman, the 
juniors scouted locations, called 
DJs, and arranged everything. 
Finally, the Harold Washington 
Library was selected as the 
location and Prom was a 
resounding success! 
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Eleventh Grade 
This junior class has had a busy and exciting year, has truly embraced the opportunities of their high 

Starting it all off with a bang at Stu's party, our school career, venturing to Mountain School in 

class went from Homecoming to games, buddy days Vermont and learning about the adventures of Lewis 

to pie days, and from interim trips around the and Clark. In a phrase, our class has done it all. 

country to hosting three international students. All This group is as diverse in interests, talent, and 

this while balancing the responsibilities of prom, background as any class at N S C D S in the past 

bridge-building and of course the ever-challenging several years. Amazingly, this did not hinder them 

Huck Finn, the juniors have stepped up to the plate as they came together to pull off an effective and 

this year in more ways than one. This year our class functioning Junior Store and Prom Committee. 
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Dr. Agnew's Advisory 

Mr. Bieltvedt's Advisory 
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Ms. Brantley's Advisory 

Mr. Curren's Advisory 
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Mr. Dachille's Advisory 

Mr. Foley's Advisory 
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Mr. Forbes'Advisory 

Mrs. Foster's Advisory 
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M m e Gabriel's Advisory 

Sra Goering's Advisory 
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Mrs. Li's Advisory 

Mr. McHugh's Advisory 
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Ms. Pedisich's Advisory 

Mr. Poholsky's Advisory 
44 



Mr. Querio's Advisory 

Mr. Randolph's Advisory 
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Mr. Ryshke's Advisory 

i^y% i 

Mrs. Sherman's Advisory 
46 
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Mr. Skalinder's Advisory 

s 

Mrs. Smith's Advisory 
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Dr. Terwin's Advisory 

Mr. Vrotny's Advisory 
48 



M m e Wollin-Casey's Advisory 
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Lifers Journey 

"North Shore taught m e how to learn...and do long 

division." 
Ben Bezark 

"I can't really imagine m y life without North Shore. 
Throughout m y 14 years here, it has always been a 
constant in m y life. Whenever it seemed like I was 

being pulled in a thousand directions, I could 
always come here, back home to a network of 

supportive friends and teachers. I don't know what 
the future will bring, but if it is half as good as m y 

time at North Shore, I will be happy." 

Emily Herzberg 

" M y time at North Shore is something I will always 

remember and treasure. I would like to thank each 

of m y classmates and teachers for giving m e such 

an amazing experience; it wouldn't have been the 

same without you." 

Anne Levy 



Nearly Complete 
"I cannot remember a time in m y life before North 

Shore. Not only has the school been the center of 

m y life, but the people here have been m y family. 
I'm eternally grateful for the love and support I've 

received over the past 14 years. I care so deeply 

for this school and the people here, and m y life 
would never have been the same without this 

experience." 
Rebecca Lockhart 

"When looking back on my years at North Shore, 

I've realized how much I am going to miss it. I 
have the utmost respect for North Shore as a 
school, and will be forever thankful for all that 

North Shore has provided me, and will continue to 
provide for m e in the future. I will never forget it; 

it's where I grew up." 

Edie McClenahan 

'In the past 14 years, North Shore has become like 
a second home to me." 

"To explain m y experience at North Shore it would 
take 14 years." 

Ryan Randolph 
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International Students'! 

Philipp Raschke joined us this year from Germany and lived 
with the Szymanski family. He was a very positive addition 

to North Shore, playing on both the soccer and tennis teams. 
He became a part of our community while sharing his unique 

culture with us. W e will miss him next year! 

Although Luke Simmonds lived with the Kegan 

family and only attended North Shore from August 

through December, he had a large impact on our 

community. He played on the football team and was a 

friend to many. Although he has gone back to South 

Africa, w e all miss him greatly and think of him often. 

Svjetlana Stancic made her presence known at North Shore 

while living with the Callahan family. She played 

volleyball and basketball and acted in numerous plays, 

including a lead role in Witness for the Prosecution. W e 

Bosnia I-wish her the best of luck next 



Science Olympiad 
The Middle School Science 

Olympians participated in the 

Northeastern Illinois University 

Regional on Saturday, March 

3th. The team earned medals in 

3 of the 23 events and finished 

second. They will be 

participating in the Illinois State 

Finals on April 23rd and 24th. 

The Upper School team earned 

medals in five events. 

Stephen Lowinger '08, Patrick Daley '09 Michael Rnshmore '(W. Geoff Curley '10 
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Andrew Arthur - LS Art 

Arnor Bieltvedt - US Art, 

Visual Art Dept. Chair 

Becky Flory - Technic; 

Director of Theater. 

John Foley - U S Drama 

m vmn 

Lynn Kelso - Director of Linda Kiracibasi - LS 

Tom Kowalezyk - LS 

and M S Band, M S 

Jim Leesch - M S Drama Jackie Melissas - M S i 

U S Art 



ea Pedisich - US Drama 

Suzanne Plunkett - US 

Photography 

Michael Querio - M S 

and US Music, 

'erforming Arts Dept. 

Chair 

Jenny Sawtelle -

Choreography 

Linda Semel - Kindergarten 

Art 

incenf Souders - Costume 

Design 

Mary Wagner - LS Art 

S 

-;, 
,\,.'*fc 

0t--- .... 

'^ 

Ingmari Walgren- Music 

Assistant 
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Lower School Band 

Middle School Band 
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Lower School Chorus 

Middle School Chorus 
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Witness for the 

Prosecution 

US Fall Play 

Agatha Christie's great mystery, Witness for the 

Prosecution, was put on this year by the Upper School. 

Centering around the trial of Leonard Vole, Witness for 

the Prosecution carried a surprise ending that gave the 

whole audience a jolt. Ms. Flory's scenery and the skillful 

acting from the Upper Schoolers resulted in a successful 

beginning to North Shore's drama season. 
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WNS Live 

MS Play 
This year's middle school brought to life three classic radio 

broadcasts: Ellery Queen, The Shadow, and Out of This 

World. Continuing with the drama department's year of 

mystery, the middle schoolers dazzled us with their 

theatrical talents. After months of hard work under the 

direction of Mr. Jim Leesch, the Middle School students 

put on a superb show. 
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Madrigal Feaste 

Once again, members of the Upper School chorus dressed 

up in their medieval finery to bring Dunlap Manor to life 

with the performance of the Madrigal Feaste. With help 

from Upper School faculty members Ms. Pedisich and 

Ms. Smith, this year's carols and stories were particularly 

memorable. The Activities R o o m was filled with the 

holiday spirit thanks to the many voices of the Upper 

School students. The entire audience helped bring the 

performance to a brilliant end. Everyone was treated to a 

performance to remember. 
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LS Holiday Program 

The Lower School's traditional Holiday Program once 

more made for a memorable experience for everyone in 

the audience. With the fifth graders leading the way, each 

class performed their songs and stories on the Diller Street 

Theater stage and spread their warmth and cheer to 

everyone. With dances, songs, and instruments, each class 

was able to put their own twist on the holidays, drawing 

smiles and laughs. It was truly a great way to experience 

one of the many winter holiday programs of the year. 
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The Reluctant Dragon 

US Winter Play 
This children's story of St. George's slaying of a dragon 

brought smiles to many and taught a valuable lesson. Set 

in the village of Gildamere, w e learn that the dragon is 

not really fierce at all, instead more interested in painting 

landscapes, having tea, and befriending the villagers than 

burning their crops. Put on beautifully in the Activities 

Room, the cast truly brought to life this story and provided 

a night of fun and learning. 
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Lucky Stiff 

Spring Musical 
This year's musical, The Lucky Stiff, brought together 

the voices of both the Upper and Middle Schools to tell 

the story of Harry Witherspoon, a m a n who must take his 

dead uncle on a trip to Monte Carlo in order to inherit six 

million dollars. Along the way, he encounters many 

interesting people, a lot of dogs, and a suprise ending. 

The cast did a fantastic job of telling this challenging story, 

while filling the theater with laughter. 



Jamal Abdullah -

Custodian 

Dorothy Biel • 

Maintenance Assistant 

Fanny Galvez-

Kitchen Start 

*&±. 

Letticia De La Torre -

Kitchen Staff 

David Garcia -

Kitchen Staff 

Patrick McDermott -

Assistant to Director 

of Transportation 
| 

Tom Koegel - Head of 

Kitchen 

Leo Roth • 

Maintenance As 

Armando Vasquez -

Kitchen Staff 



J. Cruz De La Torre-
Maintenance Assistant 

Dale Downing -

/ ; 

George Lundquist -
Woodshop Volunteer 

James Faedtke • 
Custodian 

Marco Morales -
Custodian 

Ray Mroczenski -
Director of Maintenance 

m& "S 

Ken Vojta - Facility 
Manager 

Candids 



Katrice Krumplys '10 Sophie Smith '06, Beth Montgomery '05, 

Katie Butler '05, Caroline Rex-Waller '05, 

Sarah Finlay '05, Laura Hansen '04, 



Katie Szymanski '04 Lindsay Koenig '10, Julia Price '10, 

Marissa Hall'10 

Alex Kerr '04, Sarah Davidson '04, 

Tim Powers '04 
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Drew Amboian '09 Chip Williams '12 Leigh Kukanza '11. Alex Appelbaum 11 
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Peter Callahan '09 Jonathan Souder' 17, A m y Muslin ' 17 
Will Murnighan '17 

Lauren Lowinger '06. Fiona Cherrett '06 
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Caroline Rex-Waller '05, 
Sarah Finlay '05 

Brian Hulseman 14 Katie Butler '05 
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Julia Slezak '12. Katie Koenig '12 
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Tommy Miller '05. Kevin Costello '05, 
Garrett Wulfsohn'04, Henry Gaud '03 

Sarah Croghan '08. Katie Davis '08 



Angie Ibrahim '14. Savannah Irving '14 Winston Feng 10 Rocky Caitung ' 10 



Chris Voigt '07. Lauren Koenig '07 Brian Cook ' 16 Hillary Wirtz '97. Sarah Mills 
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Julia Price '10, Danielle Farrell '10 Phoebe and Lynsey Wollin-Casey, Barbara Sherman 

Sade Balogun '05, Laura Uhlir '05. 
Caroline Rex-Waller '05, E m m a Harper '05 

Isabelle Adler '16. Crea Taylor '16. 
Ruby Rosenbloom '16. Cara Bondurant '16, 
Edie McClenahan '04. Janet Schroeder 04 



Kelsey Andersen '06 
Amv McGregor '04 

Alex Amboian '13, 
Sam Tullman 13 

Katie '05 and Jessie Butle 
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Asantewaa Boayke '07, 
Tiara Miles '07 

Emily Herzberg '04 Blaine Goldflies '04, Jessica Pompizzi '04 
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Sophie Conant '09, Cale Wardell '09 
Jonathan Webster 07, Rachel Smith Ann Davis 04, Janet Schroeder 04 
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AJ Formolo '16 

Bill '07 and Phil Reitz 
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Alexandra Bergman 12. Emma Colman '12. 
Cassi Formolo '12 

Matt Downe 04. Jessica Pompizzi 04. 
Katie Szvmanski '04 

Melissa Curley '08 

Lnka Berdell 15, Kathleen Hulseman '15 Tim Powers '04 
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Sarah Cody 04, Tyson Frucci '17. 
Ben Bezark '04, Tommy McHugh ' 17 



Jessica Pompizzi '04, Dan Killian '05 
Ashleigh Cross '05 

Sophie Conant '09, Cale Wardell ' 

Sabina Holloway '09 
Marissa Hall '10 
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Caroline Boneham '06, Kelsey Andersen '06, Rachel Cahan '04, Janet Schroeder '04 
Reed MacPhail '07, Jonathan Webster '07, Grant Tumen '07 

Grace Reyes'14 

Brendan White '07, F. Lee Shuford '07, Stephen Thomas '07, Lucas McNulty '07, Evan Bustria '07 

BB1 -pro 

CJ Saslow '17 
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Caitlin Oneal '07, Jake Pinsof'06, 

Robert Butz '05 

Graham Gottlieb '04, Nathan Fivecoate '04. 

Matt Downe '04 



Morgan Harney ' 17, Cara Bondurant' 17 Ann Davis '04, Amy McGregor '04, 

Katie Szymanski '04, Kristina Mulder '04 

Grace Flickinger '12, Mollie McMahon '13 
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Jay Bach-US Golf, 

6lh grade Boys and 

Girls Basketball, M S 

Baseball 

David Blum - M S 

Girls Basketball 

Joel Blumenfeld - US 

Football, M S Football 

Kelly Burke-MS 

Field Hockey 

Nicole Collias-US and M S 

Volleyball, US Winter and 
Spring Track 

Dan Cotrell - M S Boys 

Soccer 

Frank Dachille-US 

Cross Country, US 

Track 

Jim Deuble - US Football, 

U S Baseball 
Garrett Forbes 

US Girls 

Basketball 

Thomas Forteith - US 

Soccer, M S Baseball 

Martin Freeman - M S 

Football, 7th and 8th Grade 

U S Boys Basketball, U S 

Baseball 

Cindy Hooper - M S Girls 

Basketball 
Colin Irwin - US 

Tennis 

Burke Kinnaird • 

M S Soccer 



Mark McClennan -

Freshman/ 

Sophmore Boys 

Basketball 

— i Patrick McHugh - US 

Winter and Spring Track, 

M S Track 

Sarah Mills - US Field 

Hockey, US Girls P » 

Basketball 

Andrew Nathan - 7th 

and 8th Grade Boys 

Basketball 

Cameron 

Nicholson - M S 

Volleyball 

'*?•_ » ^ 

Leonie O'Donohoe - M S 

Field Hockey, M S Track 

§££? 

Susan Rowe - Athletic Trainer 

Jim Schmidt - US 

Football, US Varsity 

Boys Basketball 

Mark Small - US 
Soccer 

t 
Jeff Terwin - US 

JV Boys 

Basketball 

Os 

<4? 

Charlie Vojta - US 

Football, M S Football 

Hillary Wirtz - US Field 

Hockey, US Girls Soccer 

Athletics 
Richard W u - US Volleyball 



US Field Hockey 
This season was an exciting one for the Raiders. The team was led by a talented group of nine seniors who not 
only had an enormous impact 
on the season, but also on the 
field hockey program over the 

course of their years at North 

Shore. The Varsity advanced to 

the State Sectional finals for the 
third year in a row and finished 

second in the ISL. Thanks 

Seniors, we'll miss you! 



The volleyball team was led 

by seniors Christyn 

Ambrose, Quinnetta 

Bellows, Maryann 

Gunaratnam, and A m y 

McGregor. We had both a 

successful and challenging 

year as we matured through 

the season. The hard work 

and dedication this year will 

lead us to even more 

success next year! 

U S Volleyball 



US Tennis 
The N S C D girls' tennis team 

had a great season. The tennis 

program has continued to grow 

and they have won more meets 

than ever before this year. Two 

of the team's victories came 

inside of the conference and 

they finished in a very 

respectable sixth place. 



The upper school football 

team had a great season, 

with Varsity finishing 5-4 

and TV 1 -1. The players 

showed great enthusiasm 

while improving their skills. 

Best of luck to seniors 

David Reitz, Mike Moreau, 

Mike Murtaugh, Alex Kerr, 

and Garrett Wulfsohn. W e 

look forward to next year. 

US Football 



US Soccer 
Led by captains Tim Callahan and Mike McNitt with help from seniors Max Patinkin, Tim Powers, 

Ned Whalley, Seon Woo 

Chang and Jared 

Mondschein, this group 

made a lasting impression 

in the ISL. With wins over 

Latin and LFA, this team 

established themselves as 

one of the most successful 

soccer teams in North 

Shore's histor 



Golf finished up another 

enjoyable season. This 

year we had a young team, 

but all the players showed 

significant improvement 

over the course of the 

season. W e were captained 

by our only senior, Graham 

Gottlieb and junior, Dan 

Rahill. 

US Golf 
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U S Cross Country 
Led by captains Matt Downe, Mary Rowley, and Kara Rota, the cross country team 

had a great season highlighted 

by Matt's 4th place finish in 
the ISL Championships and 
Mary's 5th place finish in the 
Regional Meet. The team 
looks forward to greater 
accomplishments next year, 

as they lose only one senior. 



Twenty-nine students came 

out for field hockey this 

year, allowing the Middle 

School to field two teams. 

For the first time in several 

years, we played all our 

games on sunny days. W e 

ended our successful season 

with the eigth grade team 

posting a 7-4 win over 

Francis Parker. 

M S Field Hockey 
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M S Volleyball 
The Middle School volleyball 

team had a fantastic season 

this fall! It was great to see 

students come out and 
participate in volleyball for 

the first time. The team's 
enthusiasm and hard work 

made it a successful 

volleyball season! 



n'">tas l M S 
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1st Row: Marc Parker '10, Tom Bergman '10, Winston Feng '10, Kravon Teamer '10, 
Patrick Daley'09, Will Finlay'10 
2nd Row: Peter Callahan '09, John Cook '10, Jack Viellieu '09, Chris White '09, Rock 
Caitung '10, Jamie Elam '10 
3rd Row: Gaurav Ajmani '08, Woody Multhauf '09, Coach Charlie Vojta '00, Coach Martin 
Freeman, Coach Joel Bluemenfeld '00, Drew Amboian '09, Bobby Sullivan '08 

MISERS is rife1-. 

The middle school football 

team was short on experience, 

but their intensity allowed 

them to compete in every 

game. N e w coaches Vojta '98 

and Blumenfeld '00 helped 

players improve as the season 

wore on. The team finished 

the season with a come from 

behind victory against 

Wilmette on the final play of 

the game. 

MS Football 
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MS Soccer 
From the opening 1 -0 win 

against Morgan Park to the 

cliffhanger loss to Parker, our 

season was a wonderful story 

of growth by individuals in 

skills and by the group in 

team work. Everybody played 

and demonstrated team and 

school values through 

competitive sportsmanship 
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Girls Basketball, led by seniors 
Rachel Cahan, Ann Davis, Rebecca 
Lockhart, A m y McGregor and Janet 
Schroeder, had a great season. The 
girls came together as a team by the 

end of the season. W e had a winning 
record of 12-10, which is great 
considering the extreme number of 

injuries the team sustained. W e were 
also proud of sophomore Mullery 
Doar who made it downstate in the 3-

point competition. Overall it was a 
successful and memorable season and 

we look forward to next year. 

U S Girls Basketball 



US Boys Basketball 



US Boys Basketball 
This year, North Shore boys basketball had three teams: a Freshman/Sophmore, JV, 
and Varsity. For the first time the school was able to provide each individual 

significant practice time and playing time in order for full development of individual 
and team skills. There were a large number of Seniors in the program and the coaches 

credit them for the increase in overall enthusiasm for the sport. Coach Schmidt says 
that this group of seniors will be especially missed because he has had the opportunity 

to be with them in multiple activities in their tenure at NS. The future is bright for the 
program because of the success, dedication and enthusiasm the underclassman showed 
this year! 

Over thirty North Shore students 
participated on the 2004 winter 

track team. W e attended three 
meets. N e w school indoor records 
were set by Caitlin White in the 

800m and David Steinrueck in the 

600m run. The winter track 

program was a great way for 

athletes not participating in 
basketball to stay in shape for 

spring sports this winter. 

US Winter Track 



MS Boys Basketball 
This year the boys that came out 

for the team did a great job 
bonding together and working 

on their skills. They improved 
tremendously throughout the 

year and really made our school 
proud! Their devotion to the 
team and friendship to each 
other were truly admirable. 
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W e were quite thrilled with the 
girls that came out for the team this 

year. They were hard-working, 

enthusiastic and a lot of fun to 
coach. They improved immensely 

during the course of the season. W e 
look forward to next year and wish 

the 8th graders the best of luck in 

the future! 

M S Girls Basketball 
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Lori Brennan - Technology 

Help Desk Manager 

«K T* 

Zaro Bulerbaugh - Assistant 

Controller 

Wendy Cullitan - Director 

of Marketing and 

Communications 

Karen Cunningham -

Senior Accountant 

Tom Doar - Head of School 

Sharon Dole - Assistant to 

the Head of School 

Susan Downing-

Conlroller 

Laura Heidclberger -

Database Manager 

Cindy Hooper - Director of 

Special Programs 

Barb Krier - Alumni 

and Development Assistant 
Jennifer Lindsay - LS 
Librarian/Technolog) 

Coordinator 
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Molly McDowell -
ector of Development 

^ 

Sharon Minnoch - Head 

Librarian 
Cameron Nicholson -

Director of Diversity and 

Strategic Initiatives 

Diane Olson - Admissions 

Coordinator 

1̂ * 
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Mike Peccia - Manager 
of Information Systems 

Caroline Rooney -
Library Coordinator 

Julie Schmidt - Admissions 

Associate 

fflM^ 

Maureen Toomey - Director 

of Finance and Operations 

Vinnie Vrotny - Director 

of Academic Technology 

Dale Wentz - Director of 

Amissions and Financial 

Aid 

Nancy Whiteman -

Coordinator of Alumni 

Relations and Planned 

Giving 

Kirsten Witherall - Annual 

Giving and Special Events 

Coordinator 

Activities 
Carol Woodhead - Office 

Services Manager 



Middle School Activities 
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M S Student Council 

Tdllli 

M S Community Service 
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Acapellago 

Chess Club 
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Cereal Club 

Community Service Club 
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Diller Street Journal 

Gay-Straight Alliance 
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Environmental Club 

International Club 
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Kaleidoscope 
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PILLOWS 
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Model United Nations 
;';:A/t!i 

SCHOOL BUS cs»_r 

Prosody 
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SADD 

US Science Olympiad 
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Model U N Highlights 

Max Patinkin '04 Steve Hwang '06, Jessie Regunberg '05, Ashley Parker '05 Frank Dachille. Emily Finlay '07 

M 
Ashley Parker '05, Tommy Miller '05 

Ben Kegan '05 Jonathan Webster '07 
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Mary Rowley '05, Alex Hughes '05, Kara Rota '05 Ashleigh '05 and Mary Pat Cross Susan Stetson, Mouse Doar, Claudia Lockhart 
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Sade Balomin '05. 
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Mike Moreau '04, Mike McNitt '04, Sara Tumen '04, 
Lucy Baird '05, Barbara Sherman Blaine Goldflies '04̂  Max Patinkin '04 

803 MIXED MEDIA HOME SCAPE 

Janet Schroeder'04, 

114 Jarcd Mondschein '04 

Sarah Cody '04. David Reitz '04 Matt Downe '04, Emi Neithercut '04 Rachel Cahan '04, Ned Whalley '04 
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Under The Big Top 
Auction 2004 

Melanie Taylor. Margaret Bedford, 

Traci Lumberg. Susan Stetson 

âuren Lowinger '06, Mullery Doar '06, Libby Foley '06 Ryan Randolph '04 Ray Mroczenski 

3S S U M M E R _ C A M P 
L PARTY FOR 25 
R M E MINEPARTVFOR25 
:OUGARSPARTYFOR10 

ANNA MARIA I! 
BAY VIEW, Ml 
!LA COSTA 
;RITZ- CARLTOI 
GULL LAKE, M 
TROON WILD I 
MOUSE OF BLI 

HOTEL NEW 
ENAISSANCE 
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iWNSEND Hi 
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David Reitz '04, Janet Schroeder '04, 

Tim Callahan '04, Sarah Cody '04 
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B LS TEAM BALL 
K ,,K HINRICH PHOTO 

, RODMAN & JORO 
LEE BAT 
ANT PRINT 21 
HES PHOTO 
CYCLE 

Owen Zinaman '05, Dan Killian '05, Jessie Regunberg '05, 

Sarah Fell '05, Ashley Parker '05 
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Emma Harper '05, Sarah Finlay '05, Katie Butler '05 Ingrid, Katie '04, and Robert Szymanski 

Ann Davis '04. Emi Neithercut '04 
Rarhfl Tnhan '04. Jess Gerber '04 

Rebecca Lockhart '04, Tim Callahan '04 

Laura Uhlir '05, Rachel Conant '05 
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Amy McGregor '04, 

Katie Szymanski '04 1 5 
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Construction ""^F« 

lBMr-%Tw rrfcri^ t/:j ~aA:tl 

rhe landscape around North Shore was constantly changing 
his year, as w e watched the erection of the new Science 
Center. The artists' sketches are above and to the right. W e 
:agerly await the completion of this project next year. 



.lull Fisher 10. Andrea Strauss "1( 
Katie Gentles ' 10. Julia Price ' 10 

Jack'14 and Webbe Colley'11 Morgan Peters ' 11. Aleda Deuble '12, 
Jeannie Peters '12 
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homecoming 

Sade Balogun '05, Kelly Powers '08, Jamie Gerber '08, Jess Gerber '08, 
Alex Syal '05, John Barkhausen '05, E m m a Harper '06 

Homecoming at North Shore was 
once again a success, filled with 

fun and great efforts from all 

Raider teams. Homecoming was 

kicked off by the M S Band 

whipping the whole school into a 

frenzy at the afternoon pep rally. 

Athletic contests began on Friday 

and continued into Saturday. The 

US Volleyball, US Field Hockey, 

US Soccer, and US Football 

teams turned in great efforts 

while alumni, family, and friends 

reconnected. After the day's 

games, there was an Upper 

School dance where everyone 

enjoyed themselves greatly. 

Zara Klaff '06, Sarah Cody '04. Rachel Cahan '04 
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Halloween 
Halloween is the time when spooks, ghouls, and other characters come out 
for tricks and treats. W e celebrated with a special Morning Ex led by the 
Fifth Graders where they invited each of the grades on stage. Upon comple
tion, the Lower School students paraded around the field before settling in 

for class parties. 

Mackenzie Nolan ' 1 5. Ra 
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chel Mealy '15 
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Caroline Whitmore '11, Meera Vallaith 

Ben Bezark '04, Tommy McHugh I 7 C ale Wardell '09, Torrie Williams 09 

Caroline McCarthy '09 

Corey McMahon 'II. Mia Bedford Ml, 

Chip Needham ' 11 

i Crane'10 
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Ruth Morrison "08. Caroline Bleliart '08. 

Annsley McKinney "08, Cindy Tsao '08. 

Katherine Kinnaird '08 
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Molloy School 
Songwriting 
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Interim Week 

Southwest Trip 

Interim W e e k was once again 

filled with adventures both close 

to h o m e and afar. Along the way, 

students were presented with 

opportunities to learn about their 

subject matter and themselves. 

Upper School students performed 

community service, took various 

trips, and had unique experiences 

at home. As always, parents and 

fellow students appreciated 

learning about these experiences 

at Interim Night. 

''wfW: 

Coastal Conservation The Civil Rights Trail 
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Thomas Hinkamp '08, Jamie Gerber '08, Cindy 

Taylor'08 •! 

IPS 

Danny Lowinger '08, Michael Hulseman ' 

The class in front of The White House 

The class climbing the Einstein Statue Katie Davis '08, Kelly Powers '08, Jamie Gerber' 
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8th Grade Trip to Washington D.C. 

Andrew Bustria Stephen Lowinger '08, Andy Rose '08, Matt 

Schorsch '08, Patrick VerBockel '08 

The Eighth Grade took their 

annual trip to Washington, 

DC, this time over Outdoor 

Ed. They were still able to 

see all the famous places and 

monuments, such as the 

Washington Monument, 

| Capitol Hill, and the Lincoln 

Monument. It was a great 

time to bond as a class to get 

ready for the new year! 

Jamie Gerber '08, Kelly Powers '08, Andrew Marnell '08, Katie Davis '08, Cayley Tullman ' 

Jackie Birov '08 

Enjoying a waterfall at the F D R Memorial 

Melissa Curley '08, Jackie Birov '08, Cindy 

Taylor '08 
Mr. Forteith and class 
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JJ 
Mr. Leesch, Ms. Flory, Mr. Kowalczyk 

and Middle School Chorus 

1 1 &*•-:•. 
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Tyler Whitmore '06, William Skinner k 14 
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Albert Price '06, Jack Foley '12, Robbie Penzell '06, 
Youssef Ibrahim '12, Noah Swartz '06 

Cayley Tullman '08 and Andrew Mamell '08 Mark Croghan '16, Alex Kerr '04 
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Morning Ex and Buddy Days 

Morning Ex has been a tradition 

at North Shore for as long as we 

can remember. The entire school 

community meets on Monday 

a n d W e d n e s d a y for 

presentations, concert previews, 

and other actvities. Students 

looked forward to Morning Ex 

Buddy Days, and Seniors 

especially enjoyed seeing their 

buddies every Monday and 

Wednesday morning. 

Stuart Colman '05 

11th grade 
Emi Croghan '14. Alex Theodosakis '14. 

Melissa Rizai '14, Maxine Phoenix '14 
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Lauren Lowinger '06 Nico Gibson '06, Isabelle Rozendaal '06 
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Tim Powers '04, Ashleigh Cross '05 Adam Bensman '05, Dan Killian '05 
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Outdoor Ed 
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Allison Morris '06 Amy McGregor '04 

This year, North Shore tried a 

new program for Outdoor Ed. 

While the freshman and 

sophmore classes went on the 

typical camping trips, 

engaging in trust games, ropes 

courses, and a climbing wall, 

the juniors and seniors were 

involved in a leadership 

training program and service-

learning experience. The 

upperclassmen studied the 

characteristics of a good leader 

and how to incorporate these 

skills into leading a successful 

service-learning project. 

10th Grade Ben Tullman '06. James Kinnaird '06, Ty Cobb '06 
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Robin Hellman '07, Caroline Rushmore '11, 

Molly Shay '07 

Seniors and their JK and SK buddies 

Anne Levy '04, Rebecca Lockhart '04 The Lifers 

Jessica Gerber '04, Isabela Romaker '16, Christyn Ambrose '04. Crea Taylor '16 A m y McGregor '04 
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Holiday Celebration 

7th and 1 st grade buddies 

The Holiday Celebration was 

truly a festive occasion! North 

Shore was treated to dances from 

around the world performed by 

each grade and their buddies as 

well as a special visit from Santa 

Claus, Mrs. Claus, and two of his 

elves! The "Holiday Spirit" was 

everywhere as the elves handed 

out candy canes and Santa 

danced with all the good little 

boys and girls. This special North 

Shore tradition was truly carried 

on in great style. 
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Mario Solias, his mother, and Linda Davis 

Edie McClenahan '04, Kendall Wirtz '04 
Seniors and their buddi 
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Kevin Costello '05, Matt Downe '04 

Caroline Whitmore '11, Melissa Rizai '14, Sarah ' 11 and Grace Reyes '14 

Yaosca Chimurenga '05, Amber Flood '05 

Peter Callahan '09, Susan Rowe, Kit Callahan '06. Jamie Elam ' 10 

David Aron '09, Sophie Conant '09 
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Basketball Bash 

Alex Moffat '00, Tom Doar '00 Adam Bensman '05, Owen Zinaman '05 
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Girls' Varsity Basketball 
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Lauren Schmidt 

This year, more fans than 

ever showed up at the 

Basketball Bash, turning the 

Mac G y m into a raucous 

place to play. Every team 

put in an outstanding effort, 

which was appreciated by 

Raider and Mooseheart fans 

alike. Great sportsmanship 

and competition was 

abundant in front of a great 

turnout, making the 

Basketball Bash an 

electrifying event. 

Wm\ 
Patrick McHugh 

Sophie Smith '06, Hannah Terwin '14 
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Melissa .lesser '09. Chloe Stahl '09 Stephen Lowinger '08, Bobby Sullivan 'C 
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Middle School Ski Trip 

Diana Granger '10 Jill Krier '08, Katherine Kinnaird ' 

The Middle School took 

their ski trip to Alpine 

Valley. After the bus nearly 

took everyone to Iowa, 

everyone had a fun day of 

skiing, having races down 

the hill, and some tried their 

hand at snowboarding. The 

bus ride home was just as 

fun, when everyone talked 

and laughed while watching 

movies. In all, the early 

morning and long bus ride 

were well worth the effort. 

Torrie Williams '09, Sabina Holloway '09, Karen Block '09, Cale Wardell '09, 

Chloe Stahl '09, Caroline McCarthy '09 
Peter Callahan '09, Jack Viellieu '09 

Katrice Krumplys '10, Beth Vrotny '10 Julia Price '10. Katie Gentles'10 
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Mommy-My backbone, my bestfriend4-lifeThank 

u 4 dealing w/me 4 all of these years Ur the 

reason y I am what I amtoday. I LOVE UI T.J., 

Destiny. Malcolm. Rick- The best siblings ever 

W e may not get along all of the time (hell 

most of the time), but I got nothing but 

Love 4 ya' Thanx! Xovier and Kyle 

What up Lords" Staytrue and 

stay safe Don't forget 

me and I love you both! 

\ \ \ 

$. 9/ 

Christyn Ambrose 
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ELECTRIC 

Quinn Andersen 
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Quinnetta Bellows 
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L)o not go where the path 

maLj lead, go instead where there 

is no path and leave a trail. 

~f\alph VValdo V merson 
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A man is a success if he gets up in the 
morning and gets to bed at night, and 
in between he does what he wants to do 

-Bob Dylan 

Ben Bezark 
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Claire Borgeson 
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than others think is safe. Dreaming more than others 

Anne, B F C forever 

A H , you will always be m y 
first love, and I cannot wait 
to see what the future brings 
for us. Rachel Cahan 
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Tim Callahan 
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Sarah Cody 
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Sarah Davidson 
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Ann Elizabeth Davis 
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Rich and Jeff- Thanks for giving m e so 
much to look up to. 

AJ- Thanks for the great 
year- it's been fun. 

If you would only start to live one moment at a time, 
you would, I think, be startled by the things that you 
would find. Like scents you never noticed, and many 
subtle sounds like colors in the landscapes and textures 
on the town then the winds would lift you up into the 
sky above. Where you'd be treated to a view of 
every thing you love. (Everything you love. Everything 
you love.) And if the moment passes, you should try it 
once again for if you do it right you'll find the moment 
never ends. - Phish 

Greet every day with full purpose, with passion and 
pride. I'm going to follow m y heart and have nothing to 
hide, going to aim for the sky, keep m y feet on the 
ground. Raise m y voice to the heavens, make a joyful 

sound. - SCI 

M o m and Dad- No words 
can express all you've 
done for me. 

SD, SC, DR, RL, BF, TC, TP, 
EN, EH, RC, CS, MP, NW, BB, 
JSz, KC, JB, DK (bff), JP, BG, 
BK, RR, JM, MMo, DS, FCD, 
TX, Xbox, Silverado. 

Matt Downe 
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Nathan Michael Fivecoate 77fe Jvfetmina ofUffe 
MOM.MU-VOUDRWE 
ME IMTOTOWN? 

WWN SUQOU) I DME 
VOO.CALMIM? 
ITS Av PERFECT 
DM OUTSIDE! 

thank yOU". (for all these years') 
mom, dad, grandparents, chris I, ellie, si, ian, tunde, nick j, ben s, xandy v, seth, stew, 
\aura, friedland, dorothee, amanda, connor m, jack, stefano, galen, adrian, isabelle, greta, 
alice, laurie, will k, will s, \ovik, pau\, chris c, nick c, joe c, robert, mitch, geoff, Justin, 
bridget, alysoun, adele, hilary, melanie, clare, conor madigan, mr webster, mr bee, mike 
c, marietta, mr budzynski, mr querio, dr h, gra, mr skal, mr foley, moreau, g-wu\f, ned, 
tim c, iared, d reitz, rebedog, emily h, bezark, graham, charlie d, sara b, laura h, nick w, 
dudski, bensman, stu, and the rest of the north shore, st lukes and st thomas community 

ps i'm also thankful for my cat (maggie), my bird (philip), the Chicago bulls and the Chicago cubs 

N 8 & A O G G "every dogg has his day." 

Nathan Fivecoate 
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"No love, no 

friendship can 

cross the path of 

our destiny 

without leaving 

some mark on it 

forever." 

Jess Gerber 
18 



"The story of life is quicker than the blink of an eye, the story of 
love is hello and goodbye. Until w e meet again." 
- J. Hendrix 

Blaine Goldflies 153 



"Puff 

Graham Gottlieb 
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'You're packing a suitcase for a place none of us has been, a place that has to be believed to be seen." 

-U2 

Leaves that are falling surround me, make all this seem, a reality." - Olive 

"Be the one I need, be the one I trust most, don't stop inspiring me." - N o Doubt 

"I feel so extraordinary, something's got a hold on me, I get this feeling I'm in motion, 

a sudden sense of liberty." - N e w Order 

"Even though it's years so long ago, there is a presence here." - Olive 

It don't matter shatter' Maryann Gunaratnam 
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"True friends are the ones that never leave your heart, 

even if they leave your life for a while." 

Emily Marie Herzberg 
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Alex Kerr 
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1984/8/17 12 PM 
Seoul, Korea 

Taekwondo 
7 years old... 
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Wan Lee 
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Lizzy Lehman 

• : . , 

"Though I know I'll never lose affection for people and things that went 

before, I know I'll often stop and think about them..." 

-"In M y Life" 

The Beatles 

160 
Lizzy Lehman 



Anne Levy 
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* M o m and Dad-1 love you immensely and I'm so thankful for everything you've done for me*Madeline Skye- You re the best 
^ „*Garrett*Jane Mullery*Sades*Ashleigh*Soph*Lucas*Dicky*Bill*Kelly PiAddie*Sarah*Heath*EBunn*HBunn AiSunn 

*The Callahans*Gilly*Servants*Matt B and Abby*Aisling*Mr. Vrotny and the advisory*Carly-my twin* All of the great ̂  | 
all changed m y life forever and I appreciate it more than you know. Please keep in touch!! Love Always^Rebecca 
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Blaine- No one can make m e laugh when 
I feel like crying as you can! 

Thanks for always being there, and 
teaching m e some of 
life's main lessons! 

''Back to you-- It always comes around, 
back to you" 
-John Mayer 

"And I'll be on the other end, to 
hear you when you call. 
Angel you were born to fly and if you 
get too high, 
I'll catch you when you fall" 
-Nickel Creek 

icott-You've been m y brother, but yet you've 
ieen so much more.Thank you for above all else 
•eing my best friend. I love you 

"And after all that's been said and done, 
you're just a part 
of m e I can't let go" 
-Chicago 

M o m and Dad-You have put up with a lot. 
Thank you for everything. I love you guys 
more then you will ever know. 
M o m m o - you are an amazing person, 
and I only hope that I will become half 
as wonderful as you. 

Sh&alwayytcrcrhirxe'leap offcuth.'heoau,ie/ihe/ 

iidn/t ne^cbtpte/ convfbrt' of hn&wing- Srhe/dy he/ ecu, 

W e are TO epitome of "Best Friends Forever", and 

< 
Someday, when I'm awfully low, 
-inci the world is cold, Zk 
I will feel a glow just thinkin of youi ™ 
And the way you look 
tonight-•• i 
-Frank Sinatra 

4 
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% 

"So when you feel like hope is gone, 
look inside you and 
be strong, and you'll finally see 
the truth, that a hero lies in 
you" -Mariah Carey 

Edie McClenahan 
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Conor Elizabeth McDowell 
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if you M v e 
no dieto* you 
have nothing 

"Eueryone jump on the Peace Train." -Cat Steuens 

O 

• PINK B U L L E T S 

Ka I was just bony hands as cold as a 

fijSJfi winter pole you held a warm stone 

fr out new flowing blood to hold oh 

what a contrast you were to the 

bru-.es in Llie halls iny timid young 

'•igers held n decent animal 

Over the ramparts you tossed ihc 

scent of your skin and some 

foreign llowers Lied to a brick 

swoet as a song the years have 

been short but the days were long 

Cool of a temperate breeze from 

dark skies to wet grass we fell in a 

field it seems now a thousand 

summers passed when our kite 

lines first crossed w e tied them 

into knots and to finally fly apart 

r-the shins 

we had t off 

Smcc then it's been a book you 

read in reverse so you understand 

less as the pages turn or a movie so 

crass and awkwardly cast thai even 

I could be the star 

I don'I look back much as a rule and 

all this way before murder was cool 

but your memory is here and I'd like 

it to stay warm light on a winter day 

Over the ramparts you tossed the 

scent of your skin and some foreign 

flowers lied to a brick sweet as a 

song the years have been short but 

the clays go slowly by two loose 

kites falling from the sky drawn to 

the ground and an end to flight 
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••WE CALL HER X-TINA, BECAUSE SHE HAS 
X-TERRA... OR MAYBE_NOT." -KATIESZYM, 
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Mike McNitt 
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Jared Mondschein 
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"But I'm still trying just to figure out why this feels so 
wrong, when it felt so right, felt so right four years 
ago. So please don't go away, won't this feeling stay 
with m e forever, forever, I said 'please don't go away 
I just want you to stay with m e forever.'" 
- Allister, "Somewhere on Fullerton" 

"It'd make m e whole again 
inside; I'm getting closer, 
closer the farther I drive 
away; I'm getting colder, 
colder the longer I stay; 
Don't know how much time 
got to spend right here; I've 
been avoiding but it's time to 
face my fear, right here; 
Looks like this episode 
should end; And I'll miss m y 
friends." 
- Lucky Boys Confusion 

Michel Moreau 
168 

"Landing on a runway in Chicago and I'm grounding all my 
dreams of ever really seeing California, because I know what's in 
between is something sensual in such non-conventional ways. 
Tonight the headphones will deliver you the words that I can't 
say. 
Tonight I'm writing to you a million miles away. 
Tonight is all about 'We miss you.' 
And I can't forget your style or your cyncism, somehow it was like 
you were the first to listen to everything we said. My smile's an 
open wound without you...and my hands are tied to pages inked 
to bring you back. 
These friends are, new friends are golden." 

-Fall Out Boy, "Homesick at Spacecamp" 



"Just to see you smile, 

I'd do anything that you wanted m e to, 

W h e n all is said and done, 

I'd never count the cost 

Because it's worth all that's lost, 

Just to see you smile" 

-Tim McGraw 

"It was the secrets of heaven 

and earth that I desired to 

learn " 

-Mary Shelley 

"There's no rewind and no replay in life" 
-Jimmy Buffett 

"EVERYBODY IS JUST A STRANGER 
BUT THAT S THE DANGEB IN GOING MY OWN WAY; 

I GUESS IT'S A PBICEI HAVE TO PAY" 
-JOHN MAYER 

Kristina Mulder 
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"I, I wish you could swim, like the dolphins, 

like the dolphins can swim, though nothing, 

nothing will keep us together, we can beat 

them, forever and ever." 

• - • " • . 

"In our short years 

we've come a long 

way to treat it bad, 

and throw away." 

"Every bad day is almost always 

followed by a great day." 

Mike Murtaugh 
170 
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Mom, Dad and Ben- Thanks for everything. I love you. Rebecca, Emily and Jessica- You 
are the greatest friends I could have ever asked for. I love you with everything in me. Tim 
Callahan, Billy, Jared, Tim Powers, David, Sarah Cody, the field hockey team and class 

of 2004- you are fantastic, I'll never forget you. 

"Celebrate w e will, cause life is short but sweet for certain" 
-Dave Matthews Band 

Emi Neithercut 
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'I was wrong to grow older. Pity. 

I was so happy as a child." 

-Flight to Arras 

"Old Friends cannot be created 

out of hand. Nothing can match 
the treasure of common 

memories, of trials endured 

together, of quarrels and 

reconciliatons and generous 
emotions. It is idle, having 

planted an acorn in the morning, 
to expect that afternoon to sit in 

the shade of the oak." 

-Wind, Sand and Stars 

Max Patinkin 
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Jessica Pompizzi 
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Timothy Mitchel Powers 
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Ryan Randolph 
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M o m , Dad, and Bill - Thanks for being all that I could ask for and standing by m e through it all 
Sar - You have meant more to me in these years than anyone else. I wouldn't be the same without you. Muc 

love now and forever. 
Tim, Tim, Jared, Matt, Billy, Ryan, Rebecca, Emi - You guys have been the best. Good luck all! 

Everyone else - High school was great because of you. Thanks! 

North Shore - Thank you for teaching m e and shaping m e into what I am. Teachers, faculty, everyone else, 

David Reitz thank y° u 
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Janet Schroeder 



M O M - Thanks for always being there for me and always loving me, I love you so much. You're the best mom! 
D A D D O - You've always supported me in everything I did, you're one of my best friends and I love you the most like 
jelly and toast. H A N G IN THERE! 
Max and Lily- You are good dogs and I love you. 

Danny- You're my best friend, 
you've always been there for 
me. we've had some crazy 
times and more to come, you 
my brotha! I don't know what 
I would have done without 
you. Peace, bra. 
F-F-Foley- You're the 
funniest kid in the world, you 
have always made me laugh 
& u are one of the nicest 
people I know. Freshman & 
sophomore year would have 
sucked w/ out you, Because Jr 
& Sr year sure did. 
Edk- Thanks for being one of 
my best friends. I love you. I 
can't say much more. I could. 
but I think you know. 
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Horwitz- you're the only kid I know who 
one second is the smartest kid on earth and 
the next not know who the #uta>* you are. 
For real, thanks for all the advice, you're 
part of the reason why I'm not totally 
insane. We're about to have some real fun 
times. You my brother, peace. 
Dr. Moho- you are straight up crazy, but I 
love you. 
E-Train aka The Prodigal Sun- I've 
learned a lot from you just in this year. I 
can't wait to see what lies ahead. You're 
truly one of the most kind-hearted people 
I've ever met. W/ out you & even Dr. 
Moho this year would have been a lot 
harder. THANKS. 

AND THANKS TO EVERYONE ELSE 

Charlie Swift 
178 

Also... AW, TT, OB. MS, RT, SM. KW, CD, Mr H, Mrs H, SD, MD, M3, SAAB, PS2, Women, & 
especially M.I 

We was young & we was dumb but we had 
heart" - Tupac 
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"The sun's not 

yellow, it's 
chicken." 

- Bob Dylan 

Ned Whalley 
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Kendall Wirtz 
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Garrett Wulfsohn 
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Congratulations Ben Bezark... 
This has been a fast journey; 
ou have brought joy to your 

family and others, every step 
of the way... 

With love, 
M o m and Dad Do 

not go 
where the 
path may 
lead, go instead 
where there is no path 
and leave a trail. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 
(1803-1882) 

ARNOR BIELTVEDT 

"Homescapes" 
Anne Loucks Gallery proudly presents Arnor Bieltvedt's 

most recent series of paintings/'Homescapes." These highly 

expressive, color saturated paintings are created from direct 

observation with an emphasis on representing a home's 

unique spirit and character. 

Using layers of mixed media (graphite, oils, acrylics, and 

glazes) on canvas,Arnor's house portraits can be completed 

in three days and are priced from $500. Please contact the 

gallery for more information. 

anne louc 

309 P A R K A V E N U E - G L E N C O E , ILLINOIS -60022 

TEL g47.a35.8S00-WWW.LOUCKSGALL6RY.COM 

GALLERY HOURS: TUESDAY- SATURDAY 1130-5.00 

Front images: 253 Church. 2003, mixed media on canvas, 12 x 16 in. 

530 Cherry, 2003. mixed media on canvas, 12 x 16 in. 
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To Our (BeautifuC 
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? ;ere nave an vne years gone* 
CongratuCations on a job weCCdonel 

?lf( our Cove, 
[Mom an&Tta&dy 

Dear Seniors, 

M a y all of your 
dreams 

come true. 

Congratulations 

The Parents7 

Association 

ndy and Will 

Wfth much ^p iff 
pride and love, /"'.:•' -

M o m and Dad 

N 
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Follow your dreams, Boo... 
we love you so very much! 
Dad, Mom, Mad & Morgan 
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Emily Herzberg 
Class of 2004 

"...Speak to us of Children. 

And he said: 

Your children are not your 

children. 

They are the sons and 

daughters of Life's longing 

for itself. 

You are the bows from 

which your children as 

living arrows are sent forth. 

The archer sees the mark 

upon the path of the infinite, 

and He bends you with His 

might that His arrows may 

go swift and far. 

Let your bending in the 

archer's hand be for 

gladness; 

For even as He loves the 

arrow that flies, so He loves 

also the bow that is stable." 

-from The Prophet by 

Kahlil Gibran 

With all our love, pride, 

and hope in Life's Future, 

9?7* 7>**L 
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J 
"It takes courage 
to grow up and 
become who you 

really are" 
-e.e. cummings 

And we are so proud of who you've become. Best of luck at college, and don't 
forget to come home and visit. Remember, our refrigerator is always open! 

All our love, 
Mom, Dad and Bill 

Sarah Co4y: 

"Work hard, play har4, pay 

attention, learn a lot, an4 

have a great 4^y life!" 

W e love you very, very 

much an4 wish you every 
success. 

Mom, Pad & Caitlin 
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when you get the choice 

to sit it out or dance 

Our Little "Angle" 

I hope you dancer' 

Sara, you are one of a kind. We couldn't be more proud'. With love always, 
Mom, Dad, Grant and Emily 

May God bless and keep you, May He make His face to shine upon you and be 

gracious to you, May He turn His face toward you and grant you peace. 

All our love, Dad, Mom, Sara, Gracie, Snowball and Sandy 
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Congratulations Annie! 
W e are so proud of you! W e wish you lots of smiles and 4 

wonderful years in Upper School 

You are awesome! W e love you SO much! 
Mom, Elizabeth, Michael, Scout & Lucky 

On the road to success 

may your Journey be 
happy oiiCp Ryan! 

I love you, Mom 
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Nick, 

Seven years down, and 

seven more to go; 

We're so proud as we watch 

you grow! 

We love you, 

Mom and Dad 

ma 
North Shore Country Day, 

Thanks for everything! 

Love, 

the Class of 200A 

Kendall Girl 

Congratulations on a job well done. It's been a long journey and 
we are so proud of you. 

We all love you. 
Mom, Danny, and Hillary 
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00NGRATULA110NS: 
COREY!!!! 

Since your first day in SK, 
you have worked hard and 

shared your gentle heart with 
all of us. W e have enjoyed 
watching you grow. God is 
smiling down on you today 
and so are we!! Good luck in 
Middle School...we are here 

for you always. 

We love you... 
M o m , Dad, Mollie and Jimmy 

aysaM<mjLfinoNS 
Kinny! 

lit always remember 
the fun times we had 
together in Lower 
School. I will miss 
you. En joy Middle 
School! You are a 

Sir eat brother to have. 
Love with lots of 

love, Minny 

To Corey's 
incredible 

teachers, Mrs. 
3 Whalley and Mr. 
I Doar, W e cannot 
•thank you enough 
for your nurturing, 
encouragement 

and 
guidance...Our 
family will never 

forget you. 
With our love and 

respect... 
Corey and his 

family 
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To my buddy Louie, 
You are 

graduating from 
Lower School with us 
today in our hearts. I 
wish you were here. 
Thanks for all the 
great times from SK to 
4th grade. I miss you. 

Friends forever...Corey 
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„Xo the graduating cfasses 
of 2004, 2008, and2011. 
Trom (Maureen Ofofsson 

at O-Cerjf-Jones Yearbooks 

T o KCD for six 

years at" NSCDS 

as a wonderful 

student", friend 

and daughter" 

Love, 

M o m and Dad 

Ann-
Yow've come a long way baby! 

Congratulations!!! 

Love 
Mom, Dad, Cfiris, and Cfiad 
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Koko 

•ngratuilatioiLis! 

e love you. 

.Love, 
Mom, Dad 
and Beo 



JANET-
A girl with Vim and Vigor ga\or& 

Will soon graduate from North Shore 

From a foundation a"f school 

She is someone who'll 

NOVA/ "The wide world explore 

Love always. 

Mom and Dad 

(VRO) 
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR BEING 

SUCH AN AMAZING YEARBOOK 

ADVISOR. WE APPRECIATE ALL THE 
TIME AND EFFORT YOU PUT 

FORTH. THOSE LATE-NIGHT 
THURSDAYS 'WERE A BLAST! WE LOVE 

YOU AND 'WILL MISS YOU NEXT 

YEAR! G O O D LUCK WITH THE 

FUTURE YEARBOOK STAFF! 
vvllTH LOVE, 
, DAVID, EMILY, 
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We love you 

GARRETT! 
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CONqmULfWONS TO THE CLASS 
OF 200k 

Y<OU <XA& CuUL \^A^AKCiAteAA -Vfv CWl b-OcW\ 

SponsoredLty 

BiZit M/AAfoet Lei ^tu^e M^CC€44 ytf)4fa, tA^e 
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